Contract Law, Selected Source Materials Annotated (Selected Statutes)
Synopsis

This best-selling supplement contains Article 2 of the U.C.C., extensive excerpts from the Restatement (Second) of Contracts, the CISG, EU Directives, sample contracts and other domestic and international materials. Notably, the 2016 edition also contains the latest draft of a Restatement of the Law, Consumer Contracts. This supplement includes short annotations that introduce each selection. They explain its origins, central purpose(s), scope of application, and current legal status. Students will better understand the selection’s point, purpose, and content; and teachers will have less need to explain an assigned selection’s context. This volume can be used with any contracts casebook.
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Customer Reviews

I don’t know how to review this! What a pain this was to read for contracts, which is challenging enough as it is! The language is terrible and beyond confusing. Even my contracts professor who identifies as a contract scholar who has clerked for Posner says these are written poorly for their purpose. Like I said, I don’t know how this is to be reviewed. It’s not as if I had a choice in buying this text for enjoyment. I had to buy it and I had to read it, whether I liked it or not. If you’re looking for something to supplement your understanding of contracts I wouldn’t recommend this unless you have legal experience. Or love to read extremely complicated texts. For for the poor souls in law school, this is a must for contracts class.

I never even took the shrink wrap off this book. I didn’t need to. I was able to use WestLaw to look
up the Restatement provisions and UCC during class. I didn’t have to spend time flipping through the book during class or the final. I had all the needed provisions copied and pasted into my outline. Not sure why this was listed as required purchase for my class.

This is not the newest edition, but if you able to get an older edition, this one works great! My professor actually uses the 2012 edition, and I have had no problems with my edition corresponding with his! It arrived in a timely manner and was in great condition for a used text book!

Good for a comprehensive study of Restatement & UCC Article 2. However, it is not as helpful for the study of other UCC sections such as secured transactions and payment systems as these sections are significantly redacted in this book. I attempted to use it for my negotiable instruments/payment systems and secured transactions classes and found that is was missing many essential code sections in Article 9 and Articles 3.

Save your money. Most of the Restatement (Second) that you will need can be found in your primary Contract materials. This brought absolutely no added value to my studies.

Your prof will say if you need it and it will live up to the expectations of the class. There are q&a’s throughout that my prof used so that was useful.

good one much cheaper than newest edition but almost context is same.
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